Chronic Disease Management:
What Will It Take To Improve Care for Chronic Illness?

Meeting the complex needs of patients with chronic illness or impairment is the single greatest challenge facing organized medical practice. Usual care is not doing the job; dozens of surveys and audits have revealed that sizable proportions of chronically ill patients are not receiving effective therapy, have poor disease control, and are unhappy with their care (1). Results of randomized trials also show that effective disease management programs can achieve substantially better outcomes than usual care, the control intervention. These trials, along with the ideas and efforts for improvement discussed in this issue, show that we can improve care and outcomes. As the articles suggest, these improvements will not come easily.

If we are to improve care for most patients with chronic illness, the evidence strongly suggests that we reshape our ambulatory care systems for this purpose. Primary care practice was largely designed to provide ready access and care to patients with acute, varied problems, with an emphasis on triage and patient flow; short appointments; diagnosis and treatment of symptoms and signs; reliance on laboratory investigations and prescriptions; brief, didactic patient education; and patient-initiated follow-up. Patients and families struggling with chronic illness have different needs, and these needs are unlikely to be met by an acute care organization and culture. They require planned, regular interactions with their caregivers, with a focus on function and prevention of exacerbations and complications. This interaction includes systematic assessments, attention to treatment guidelines, and behaviorally sophisticated support for the patient’s role as self-manager. These interactions must be linked through time by clinically relevant information systems and continuing follow-up initiated by the medical practice.

Comprehensive System Change

Many health plans and provider groups are beginning to understand the need to improve their care of patients with chronic illness. Chronic disease management programs tend to fall into two groups: targeting and case management (the larger group) and comprehensive system change (the smaller group). The articles in this issue argue that real improvement in outcomes will occur only when clinical systems reconfigure themselves specifically to address the needs and concerns of chronically ill patients. Friedman and McCulloch and their colleagues describe two important system improvement efforts to improve diabetes care, and Alderman outlines the changes required to provide effective blood pressure treatment. Although these articles differ somewhat, they share common features. On the basis of our work at Group Health Cooperative and reviews of the literature, we developed a model for improving chronic illness care that incorporates these and other successful interventions (2, 3) (Figure 1). The model suggests that the patient–provider interactions resulting in care that improves outcomes are found in health systems that:

- have well-developed processes and incentives for making changes in the care delivery system
• assure behaviorally sophisticated self-management support that gives priority to increasing patients’ confidence and skills so that they can be the ultimate manager of their illness (4)

• reorganize team function and practice systems (e.g., appointments and follow-up) to meet the needs of chronically ill patients

• develop and implement evidence-based guidelines and support those guidelines through provider education, reminders, and increased interaction between generalists and specialists

• enhance information systems to facilitate the development of disease registries, tracking systems, and reminders and to give feedback on performance.

Because of the heavily preventive nature of high-quality care for chronic illness, the system changes for this care shown in Figure 1 are similar to the 10 processes that improve prevention performance, as discussed by Solberg and colleagues in this issue.

The model assumes that the locus of care remains with the personal physician, supported by an integrated (and perhaps expanded) practice team. Targeting and case management activities, sometimes known as carve-ins or carve-outs, do not always make this assumption. In fact, many seem to operate on four major premises:

1. Reduction in the cost of chronic illness is the major goal and is assumed to be associated with improvements in health.

2. The best way to achieve cost reduction is to focus on the highest-cost patients in the chronically ill population.

3. Primary care is not up to the task of chronic illness care.

4. Patients will do better if their chronic disease management is largely removed from primary care and is delegated to a case manager.

These premises need to be examined and confirmed rigorously and quickly, because disease management programs based on these conceptual underpinnings are becoming the accepted standard. Regardless of whether these premises are true, such programs have potentially serious adverse consequences and have not received sufficient attention.

Outcomes of Care Improvement

Although improved chronic illness care can save money by reducing exacerbations and institutionalization, emphasizing cost reduction rather than quality improvement may be dangerous if it reduces access to effective services. This may be the case with several chronic illnesses. The best approach to cost savings is to improve health status: that is, to ensure access to services that are proven to improve outcomes. This may require an initially higher outlay of funds. Stroke care may illustrate this point: Evidence is mounting that admission to special stroke inpatient units (5, 6) followed by intensive rehabilitation results in much better outcomes. Such approaches seem to run counter to many case management approaches, which encourage brief hospitalizations and lower-intensity follow-up care (7). If case managers were clinically sophisticated advocates for evidence-based care, outcomes might improve. However, a recent review of case management programs (8) suggests that most case managers do little more than review utilization.

Targeting is the other pillar of modern disease management; this approach correctly assumes that a small percentage of the population accounts for most health care costs. But does it make sense to concentrate on a small subset of a chronically ill population? It may not, for two reasons. First, health status changes frequently among older and chronically ill adults, so that today’s high utilizers may not be next year’s. For example, we have shown that a complex risk equation involving past utilization and current health status accounts for less than 70% of the variation in future hospitalization rates among elderly persons (9). Thus,
most targeting schemes exclude a substantial percentage of persons at risk. Second, and more important, almost all patients with major chronic illnesses, such as asthma, AIDS, congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, depression, diabetes, and epilepsy, benefit from periodic assessment of clinical and psychosocial status, effective medical therapy, greater confidence and skills in self-management, and sustained follow-up. Thus, improved chronic disease management should benefit most of the population with a given chronic illness. As several articles in this issue suggest, risk stratification may make good sense if it is accompanied by efforts to improve care for each stratum of health care utilizers. Systems that carve out the highest-utilizing patients for case management without making efforts to improve care for the remainder seem only to be interested in reducing cost, regardless of their motivation.

The Primary Care Team

How does separating chronic illness care from primary care affect the patient and the primary care team? Evidence to answer this question is scanty and urgently needed. The paper by O’Connor and colleagues in this issue provides some evidence of the importance of professional advice in patient decisions about an important chronic disease intervention—aspirin treatment. But, some very successful chronic disease management programs seem to have involved the patient’s primary care team only tangentially (10, 11). However, these programs included only a few hundred patients collected in a community or a hospital; therefore, their impact on any particular primary care practice was probably minimal. If many chronically ill patients in a practice are cared for by a separate system, how does this affect the practice’s ability to care for the rest of its patients with chronic illness and the intellectual and emotional rewards of practice? If trends continue, primary care practice will increasingly resemble nonurgent emergency care, with chronic illness care left to case managers, hospital care to hospitalists, and preventive care to centralized systems.

Our primary care system is increasingly being absorbed by the care of older and chronically ill persons. It will either change accordingly or risk being pulled apart because it cannot do the job well enough. Everyone may suffer as a consequence.
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